
PERSPECTIVES by Ryan McCulloch
This week, crypto miner Riot Blockchain announced their Q4 
earnings and Marathon Digital gave their February 
operational update. Riot saw a 55% YoY increase in Bitcoin 
production and is currently generating 9.8 EH/s as of 
February 2023, making them the second largest miner by 
output (Core Scientific has 17.0 EH/s). Marathon Digital is 
close behind as the third largest, with 9.5 EH/s, an increase 
of 2.2 EH/s from January. 

Notably, due to Texas storms, Riot currently has 17,040 
mining rigs (16% of their total fleet) that are unable to be 
plugged in. This results in 1.9 EH/s of hash rate currently 
offline. Despite what may seem to be a fairly straightforward 
business model of plugging mining rigs in and generating 
Bitcoin, logistical challenges remain prevalent. Over the last 
12 months, it has been increasingly challenging for Bitcoin 
miners to find reliable data center hosting sites to plug their 
rigs into due to capital concerns regarding hosting providers 
and fluctuating hosting rates due to power pricing. 

The market reacted positively to the earnings release, with 
the stock up 2.5% on Friday.

This week Bitcoin fell by 4%, to $22,397. Ethereum fell by 3%, 
and the DeFi Index fell by 1% this week. 

Crypto investment platforms rose by an average of 3%, the 
crypto mining segment rose by 2%, and the crypto 
influenced group fell by an average of 9%, dragged down by 
Silvergate.
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